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Brain Health in Neurodegenerative Disease
The strong link between neurodegenerative diseases and older age, together with the
notable increase in life expectancy around the world has meant that the occurrence of
Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias, Parkinson’s disease and Vascular Dementia
appear as a strong threat, both for individual successful aging and for the wealth of
developed and underdeveloped countries. Although we have to separate normal aging
from specific pathologies that have complex epidemiological and genetic interactions ,
there is increasing evidence indicating that the even the ‘diseased’ brain retains a
considerable functional plasticity and that some active measures that help to preserve the
healthy brain (such as healthy diet, aerobic exercise, social activities, or cognitive
stimulation) may also impact the clinical course of neurodegenerative diseasesand delay
the presentation and severity of cognitive impairment. In this presentation we are going to
deal with some examples of the increasing interest and results on implementing such
strategies in neurodegeneration with special focus on Parkinson’s disease, which is
presently considered the main risk factor to present dementia among the general
population.

